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INTRODUCTION
In September 2020, I took up a teaching post in Hanoi, Shortly after arriving the city went into
lockdown which lasted most of the year that I was there.
I wasn’t able to venture out of the flat I lived in and was only able to visit the town centre on 3
occasions, two of them for vaccine jabs.
I was effectively imprisoned in my flat while delivering lessons to students on-line. Initially, I only
brought a portable disk which had teaching resources as a priority. The plan was to bring more at a
later date, but travel was impossible; effectively banned by the institution.
Scouring through the disk I found some images which I had shot many years previously, but simply
never got around to processing. These panoramas were the only personal work I could undertake
in lockdown.
BACKGROUND
My panorama series began with photographing grand buildings which couldn’t be rendered
accurately owing to their long length or accessibility (LEFT). They are accurate projections of the
facades, and where possible matched to measured drawings and/or site plans. To begin with, the
images were shot on 35mm transperency film (4 or 5 rolls) and scanned on a Imacon professional
scanner. The final panorama is usually over a gigabyte in size and can include detail of individual
bricks or stonework.
The lockdown panoramas are from a parallel series which relates to my interest in the social and
architectural history of the built environment and how we relate to the places we live in.

Earlier panorama images, left: from top to bottom
St Catherines Palace, Nr St Petersburg, Russia.
Kelly Street, Campden, London.
Great King St West, Edinburgh.
Old Town Square, Prague, Czechoslovakia
Teatro Romano, Merida, Spain

West Hendon Broadway, London

Somewhere in Norfolk

Colpitts Terrace, Durham

York Parade, West Hendon Broadway, London

